
Hello fellow cyclist 

 

I have for sale several sets of Hand Built Touring wheels based around Shimano hubs of various types 

and rims from Mavic and DT. Some are for rim use and some for disc use. These wheels have been 

built to a very high standard with lots of TLC and for the demands of long distance touring . They are 

ideally suited to 700c tyres of 28mm, 32mm or 37mm profile such as the Schwalbe Marathon. They 

are not the cheapest out there and you can get comparable wheelsets from the better regional bike 

shops who specialise in touring kit but I believe the components chosen and the time consuming 

preparation and build methodology give them the edge. I'd like to say a few words on why these 

wheels are not the 'run of the mill'' or 'off the shelf' products churned out at low margin that so 

often give a poor 'whole life' riding experience. 

 

Hubs: Shimano Deore and Deore XT (6 bolt disc) have been chosen in 36 spoke hole configuration 

for maximum strength build and as they have a steel axle for durability and are readily available in 

most parts of the world. In my opinion they offer a better compromise to the more expensive XT 

Center Lock hub with it's larger diameter aluminium axle and smaller bearings that have a reputation 

for wearing out prematurely and carry high spare parts prices. As a precaution I grease the hubs with 

Mobil Special Grase 222 as it offers a great performance at a great price. I've been using it for year's 

and it's as good as anything out there. Hubs are then readjusted for correct non-play movement 

with the QR tight. 

 

Spokes: DT and Sapim spokes are used throughout as they are of high quality stainless steel and I 

can't remember having to change one through breakage or quality issues. Spokes are fitted with tiny 

brass washers so the flange is presented at the right 'thickness' for the spoke head and provides a 

movement free interface. Spokes are also punched into the flange interface for a perfect seat. Front 

& Rear uses 13/15/14g tripple butted spokes for strength and durability in these heavily loaded disc 

specific wheels. The 13g butt is at the hub end and this gives a solid interface between spoke and 

hub so the spokes don't move around in their location hole. This greatly reduces fatigue. The 

13/15/14g spoke has all the + points for this type of wheel at a good weight and are much lighter 

than 14g, 13g or 13/14g single butted spokes. I sometimes use Sapim Strong for a rear wheel that is 

designed for max. strength and max. load carrying capacity, especially if for disc use. Spokes are 

prepared so they don't 'wind up' when tensioning the wheel and are evenly tensioned to near their 

maximum on the cassette side on the rear wheel and also the front wheel as this gives the wheel the 

best chance to perform at it's best over many year's of service. Non drive side rear spokes 'fall into 

place' with respect to the tension on the other side. As the wheel is built spoke tension is measured 

at several times for every spoke and adjusted as necessary and spokes are stress relieved as 

necessary so we get a wheel that is stress free, to a good tolerance of roundness and lateral trueness 

and with very closely tensioned spokes. 

 



Nipples: DT prolock nipples just don't come loose so I us these on wheels that have the constant 

push/pull of pedal stroke and disc braking forces. They cost about 5 times as much as ordinary brass 

nipples but are good for this particular application. Ordinary brass nipples are used where the 

budget will not allow the high cost of the prolock but even then I use a small dab of Loctite 222 so 

they never come loose unless you need to true after settling in period or thru damage. 

 

Rims: Rims have been chosen as a good compromise between weight/cost/strength and quality. 

There are alternatives on the market at this price level but the profile of this premium Mavic 317 or 

319 rim gives it great strength. Mavic rims have a great reputation and this particular one in 622 x 

17mm will suit 700c road applications as well as 29er MTB applications. It's near identical to the 

Mavic a317 ashphalt rim. I weigh 100KG and the bike is heavy when loaded and they take my weight 

with no issues at all even over rough ground (Roughstuff)!  

 

There are some fantastic wheel builders in the UK who have great well deserved reputations. I don't 

claim to be one of these builders but I can and do build honest and resilient wheel sets and I have 

yet to return to a wheel to 'put it right' after it enters service. I am not running a business and 

generally build wheels for my club mates and with pride as I am sure they would tell me if I got it 

wrong! 

 

If you want to come over and have a look at what I do or have any questions just ask 

 

Ian on 0151 494 3750 

 

Best Regards and happy cycling 

 

 

 







































 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 


